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Fiction
Project Hail Mary – Andy Weir – May 4
- Ryland Grace is the sole survivor on a desperate, last-chance mission—and if he fails, humanity
and the earth itself will perish. Except that right now, he doesn’t know that. He can’t even
remember his own name, let alone the nature of his assignment or how to complete it. All he
knows is that he’s been asleep for a very, very long time. And he’s just been awakened to find
himself millions of miles from home, with nothing but two corpses for company. His crewmates
dead, his memories fuzzily returning, Ryland realizes that an impossible task now confronts him.
Hurtling through space on this tiny ship, it’s up to him to puzzle out an impossible scientific
mystery—and conquer an extinction-level threat to our species. An irresistible interstellar
adventure as only Andy Weir could deliver, Project Hail Mary is a tale of discovery, speculation,
and survival to rival The Martian—while taking us to places it never dreamed of going.
Who is Maud Dixon – Alexandra Andrews – March 2 – debut novel
- Florence Darrow is a low-level publishing employee who believes that she's destined to be a
famous writer. When she stumbles into a job the assistant to the brilliant, enigmatic novelist
known as Maud Dixon — whose true identity is a secret — it appears that the universe is finally
providing Florence’s big chance. The arrangement seems perfect. Maud Dixon (whose real
name, Florence discovers, is Helen Wilcox) can be prickly, but she is full of pointed wisdom -- not
only on how to write, but also on how to live. Florence quickly falls under Helen’s spell and
eagerly accompanies her to Morocco, where Helen’s new novel is set. Amidst the colorful
streets of Marrakesh and the wind-swept beaches of the coast, Florence’s life at last feels
interesting enough to inspire a novel of her own. But when Florence wakes up in the hospital
after a terrible car accident, with no memory of the previous night — and no sign of Helen —
she’s tempted to take a shortcut. Instead of hiding in Helen’s shadow, why not upgrade into
Helen's life? Not to mention her bestselling pseudonym . . . Taut, twisty, and viciously
entertaining, Who is Maud Dixon is a stylish psychological thriller about how far into the
darkness you’re willing to go to claim the life you always wanted.
Lycanthropy and Other Chronic Illnesses – Kristen O’Neal – April 27 – debut novel
- Priya worked hard to pursue her premed dreams at Stanford, but a diagnosis of chronic Lyme
disease during her sophomore year sends her back to her loving but overbearing family in New
Jersey—and leaves her wondering if she’ll ever be able to return to the way things were.
Thankfully she has her online pen pal, Brigid, and the rest of the members of “oof ouch my
bones,” a virtual support group that meets on Discord to crack jokes and vent about their own
chronic illnesses. When Brigid suddenly goes offline, Priya does something out of character: she
steals the family car and drives to Pennsylvania to check on Brigid. Priya isn’t sure what to
expect, but it isn’t the horrifying creature that's shut in the basement. With Brigid nowhere to
be found, Priya begins to puzzle together an impossible but obvious truth: the creature might be
a werewolf—and the werewolf might be Brigid. As Brigid's unique condition worsens, their
friendship will be deepened and challenged in unexpected ways, forcing them to reckon with
their own ideas of what it means to be normal.

Outlawed – Anna North – January 5
- The day of her wedding, 17 year old Ada’s life looks good; she loves her husband, and she loves
working as an apprentice to her mother, a respected midwife. But after a year of marriage and
no pregnancy, in a town where barren women are routinely hanged as witches, her survival
depends on leaving behind everything she knows. She joins up with the notorious Hole in the
Wall Gang, a band of outlaws led by a preacher-turned-robber known to all as the Kid.
Charismatic, grandiose, and mercurial, the Kid is determined to create a safe haven for outcast
women. But to make this dream a reality, the Gang hatches a treacherous plan that may get
them all killed. And Ada must decide whether she’s willing to risk her life for the possibility of a
new kind of future for them all. Featuring an irresistibly no-nonsense, courageous, and
determined heroine, Outlawed dusts off the myth of the old West and reignites the glimmering
promise of the frontier with an entirely new set of feminist stakes. Anna North has crafted a
pulse-racing, page-turning saga about the search for hope in the wake of death, and for truth in
a climate of small-mindedness and fear.
The Prophets – Robert Jones Jr. – January 5 – debut novel
- Isaiah was Samuel's and Samuel was Isaiah's. That was the way it was since the beginning, and
the way it was to be until the end. In the barn they tended to the animals, but also to each
other, transforming the hollowed-out shed into a place of human refuge, a source of intimacy
and hope in a world ruled by vicious masters. But when an older man--a fellow slave--seeks to
gain favor by preaching the master's gospel on the plantation, the enslaved begin to turn on
their own. Isaiah and Samuel's love, which was once so simple, is seen as sinful and a clear
danger to the plantation's harmony. With a lyricism reminiscent of Toni Morrison, Robert Jones,
Jr., fiercely summons the voices of slaver and enslaved alike, from Isaiah and Samuel to the
calculating slave master to the long line of women that surround them, women who have
carried the soul of the plantation on their shoulders. As tensions build and the weight of
centuries--of ancestors and future generations to come--culminates in a climactic reckoning, The
Prophets masterfully reveals the pain and suffering of inheritance, but is also shot through with
hope, beauty, and truth, portraying the enormous, heroic power of love.
In the Quick – Kate Hope Day – March 2
- June is a brilliant but difficult girl with a gift for mechanical invention who leaves home to begin
grueling astronaut training at the National Space Program. Younger by two years than her
classmates at Peter Reed, the school on campus named for her uncle, she flourishes in her
classes but struggles to make friends and find true intellectual peers. Six years later, she has
gained a coveted post as an engineer on a space station—and a hard-won sense of belonging—
but is haunted by the mystery of Inquiry, a revolutionary spacecraft powered by her beloved
late uncle’s fuel cells. The spacecraft went missing when June was twelve years old, and while
the rest of the world seems to have forgotten the crew, June alone has evidence that makes her
believe they are still alive. She seeks out James, her uncle’s former protégé, also brilliant, also
difficult, who has been trying to discover why Inquiry’s fuel cells failed. James and June forge an
intense intellectual bond that becomes an electric attraction. But the love that develops
between them as they work to solve the fuel cell’s fatal flaw threatens to destroy everything
they’ve worked so hard to create—and any chance of bringing the Inquiry crew home alive. Both
a gripping narrative of one woman’s persistence and a charged love story, In the Quick is an
exploration of the strengths and limits of human ability in the face of hardship, and the costs of
human ingenuity.

Black Widows – Cate Quinn – February 9
- Blake’s dead. They say his wife killed him. If so… which one? Polygamist Blake Nelson built a
homestead on a hidden stretch of land—a raw paradise in the wilds of Utah—where he lived
with his three wives. The only thing that they had in common was Blake. Until all three are
accused of his murder. When Blake is found dead under the desert sun, all three wives become
suspect—not only to the police, but to each other. As the investigation draws them closer, each
wife must decide who can be trusted. With stories surfacing of a notorious cult tucked away in
the hills, whispers flying about a fourth wife, and evidence that can’t quite explain what had
been keeping Blake busy, the three widows face a reckoning that might shatter all they know to
be true.
Together We Will Go – J. Michael Straczynski – July 6
- Mark Antonelli, a failed young writer looking down the barrel at thirty, is planning a crosscountry road trip. He buys a beat-up old tour bus. He hires a young army vet to drive it. He puts
out an ad for others to join him along the way. But this will be a road trip like no other: His
passengers are all fellow disheartened souls who have decided that this will be their final
journey—upon arrival in San Francisco, they will find a cliff with an amazing view of the ocean at
sunset, hit the gas, and drive out of this world. By turns tragic, funny, quirky, charming, and
deeply moving, Together We Will Go explores the decisions that brings these characters
together, and the relationships that grow between them, with some discovering love and
affection for the first time. But as they cross state lines and complications to the initial plan
arise, it becomes clear that this is a novel as much about the will to live as the choice to end it.
The final, unforgettable moments as they hurtle toward the decisions awaiting them will be
remembered for a lifetime.
The Inland Sea – Madeline Watts – January 12
- Drifting after her final year in college, a young writer begins working part-time as an emergency
dispatch operator in Sydney. Over the course of an eight-hour shift, she is dropped into
hundreds of crises, hearing only pieces of each. Callers report car accidents and violent spouses
and homes caught up in flame. The work becomes monotonous: answer, transfer, repeat. And
yet the stress of listening to far-off disasters seeps into her personal life, and she begins walking
home with keys in hand, ready to fight off men disappointed by what they find in neighboring
bars. During her free time, she gets black-out drunk, hooks up with strangers, and navigates an
affair with an ex-lover whose girlfriend is in their circle of friends. Two centuries earlier, her
great-great-great-great-grandfather—the British explorer John Oxley—traversed the wilderness
of Australia in search of water. Oxley never found the inland sea, but the myth was taken up by
other men, and over the years, search parties walked out into the desert, dying as they tried to
find it. Interweaving a woman’s self-destructive unraveling with the gradual worsening of the
climate crisis, The Inland Sea is charged with unflinching insight into our age of anxiety. At a time
when wildfires have swept an entire continent, this novel asks what refuge and comfort looks
like in a constant state of emergency.

Nick – Michael Farris Smith – January 5
- Before Nick Carraway moved to West Egg and into Gatsby's periphery, he was at the center of a
very different story-one taking place along the trenches and deep within the tunnels of World
War I. Floundering in the wake of the destruction he witnessed firsthand, Nick delays his return
home, hoping to escape the questions he cannot answer about the horrors of war. Instead, he
embarks on a transcontinental redemptive journey that takes him from a whirlwind Paris
romance-doomed from the very beginning-to the dizzying frenzy of New Orleans, rife with its
own flavor of debauchery and violence.
This Is Not the Jess Show – Anna Carey – February 2
- Black Mirror meets My So-Called Life in this fast-paced, timely YA thriller about separating fact
from fiction--and how far we'll go to create our own version of reality. Like any other teenager,
Jess Flynn is just trying to get through her junior year without drama ... but drama seems to
keep finding her. Between a new crush on her childhood best friend, overprotective parents
cramping her social life, and her younger sister's worsening health, the only constant is change-and her hometown of Swickley, which feels smaller by the day. Swickley is getting weirder by
the day, too. Half the population has been struck down by a mysterious flu. Conversations end
awkwardly when Jess enters the room. And then one day, a tiny, sleek black device--with an
apple logo on it--falls out of her best friend's backpack and lands at Jess's feet.
The Survivors – Jane Harper – February 2
- Kieran Elliott's life changed forever on the day a reckless mistake led to devastating
consequences. The guilt that still haunts him resurfaces during a visit with his young family to
the small coastal community he once called home. Kieran's parents are struggling in a town
where fortunes are forged by the sea. Between them all is his absent brother, Finn. When a
body is discovered on the beach, long-held secrets threaten to emerge. A sunken wreck, a
missing girl, and questions that have never washed away...
Beautiful World, Where Are You? – Sally Rooney – September 7
- Alice, Felix, Eileen, and Simon are still young—but life is catching up with them. They desire each
other, they delude each other, they get together, they break apart. They have sex, they worry
about sex, they worry about their friendships and the world they live in. Are they standing in the
last lighted room before the darkness, bearing witness to something? Will they find a way to
believe in a beautiful world?
We Could Be Heroes – Mike Chen – January 26
- Jamie woke up in an empty apartment with no memory and only a few clues to his identity, but
with the ability to read and erase other people’s memories—a power he uses to hold up banks
to buy coffee, cat food and books. Zoe is also searching for her past, and using her abilities of
speed and strength…to deliver fast food. And she’ll occasionally put on a cool suit and beat up
bad guys, if she feels like it. When the archrivals meet in a memory-loss support group, they
realize the only way to reveal their hidden pasts might be through each other. As they uncover
an ongoing threat, suddenly much more is at stake than their fragile friendship. With countless
people at risk, Zoe and Jamie will have to recognize that sometimes being a hero starts with
trusting someone else—and yourself.

How Much of These Hills is Gold – C Pam Zhang – out now
- Ba dies in the night; Ma is already gone. Newly orphaned children of immigrants, Lucy and Sam
are suddenly alone in a land that refutes their existence. Fleeing the threats of their western
mining town, they set off to bury their father in the only way that will set them free from their
past. Along the way, they encounter giant buffalo bones, tiger paw prints, and the specters of a
ravaged landscape as well as family secrets, sibling rivalry, and glimpses of a different kind of
future. Both epic and intimate, blending Chinese symbolism and reimagined history with fiercely
original language and storytelling, How Much of These Hills Is Gold is a haunting adventure
story, an unforgettable sibling story, and the announcement of a stunning new voice in
literature. On a broad level, it explores race in an expanding country and the question of where
immigrants are allowed to belong. But page by page, it’s about the memories that bind and
divide families, and the yearning for home.
Summerwater – Sarah Moss – January 12
- They rarely speak to each other, but they take notice―watching from the safety of their cabins,
peering into the half-lit drizzle of a Scottish summer day, making judgments from what little
they know of their temporary neighbors. On the longest day of the year, the hours pass nearly
imperceptibly as twelve people go from being strangers to bystanders to allies, their attention
forced into action as tragedy sneaks into their lives. At daylight, a mother races up the
mountain, fleeing into her precious dose of solitude. A retired man studies her return as he
reminisces about the park’s better days. A young woman wonders about his politics as she sees
him head for a drive with his wife, and tries to find a moment away from her attentive
boyfriend. A teenage boy escapes the scrutiny of his family, braving the dark waters of the loch
in a kayak. This cascade of perspective shows each wrapped up in personal concerns, unknown
to each other, as they begin to notice one particular family that doesn’t seem to belong.
Tensions rise, until nightfall brings an irrevocable turn.
The Charmed Wife – Olga Grushin – January 12
- Cinderella married the man of her dreams--the perfect ending she deserved after diligently
following all the fairy-tale rules. Yet now, thirteen and a half years later, things have gone badly
wrong and her life is far from perfect. One night, fed up and exhausted, she sneaks out of the
palace to get help from the Witch who, for a price, offers love potions to disgruntled
housewives. But as the old hag flings the last ingredients into the cauldron, Cinderella doesn't
ask for a love spell to win back her Prince Charming. Instead, she wants him dead. Endlessly
surprising, wildly inventive, and decidedly modern, The Charmed Wife weaves together time
and place, fantasy and reality, to conjure a world unlike any other. Nothing in it is quite what it
seems--the twists and turns of its magical, dark, and swiftly shifting paths take us deep into the
heart of what makes us unique, of romance and marriage, and of the very nature of storytelling.
Peaces – Helen Oyeyemi – April 6
- When Otto and Xavier Shin declare their love, an aunt gifts them a trip on a sleeper train to
mark their new commitment—and to get them out of her house. Setting off with their pet
mongoose, Otto and Xavier arrive at their sleepy local train station, but quickly deduce that The
Lucky Day is no ordinary locomotive. Their trip on this former tea-smuggling train has been
curated beyond their wildest imaginations, complete with mysterious and welcoming touches,
like ingredients for their favorite breakfast. They seem to be the only people onboard, until Otto
discovers a secretive woman who issues a surprising message. As further clues and questions

pile up, and the trip upends everything they thought they knew, Otto and Xavier begin to see
connections to their own pasts, connections that now bind them together.
While Justice Sleeps – Stacey Abrams – May 11 (“First class legal thriller”)
- Avery Keene, a brilliant young law clerk for the legendary Justice Howard Wynn, is doing her
best to hold her life together—excelling in an arduous job with the court while also dealing with
a troubled family. When the shocking news breaks that Justice Wynn—the cantankerous swing
vote on many current high-profile cases—has slipped into a coma, Avery’s life turns upside
down. She is immediately notified that Justice Wynn has left instructions for her to serve as his
legal guardian and power of attorney. Plunged into an explosive role she never anticipated,
Avery finds that Justice Wynn had been secretly researching one of the most controversial cases
before the court—a proposed merger between an American biotech company and an Indian
genetics firm, which promises to unleash breathtaking results in the medical field. She also
discovers that Wynn suspected a dangerously related conspiracy that infiltrates the highest
power corridors of Washington. As political wrangling ensues in Washington to potentially
replace the ailing judge whose life and survival Avery controls, she begins to unravel a carefully
constructed, chess-like sequence of clues left behind by Wynn. She comes to see that Wynn had
a much more personal stake in the controversial case and realizes his complex puzzle will lead
her directly into harm’s way in order to find the truth. While Justice Sleeps is a cunningly
crafted, sophisticated novel, layered with myriad twists and a vibrant cast of characters.
Drawing on her astute inside knowledge of the court and political landscape, Stacey Abrams
shows herself to be not only a force for good in politics and voter fairness but also a major new
talent in suspense fiction.
Harlem Shuffle – Colson Whitehead – September 14
- "Ray Carney was only slightly bent when it came to being crooked..." To his customers and
neighbors on 125th street, Carney is an upstanding salesman of reasonably priced furniture,
making a decent life for himself and his family. He and his wife Elizabeth are expecting their
second child, and if her parents on Striver's Row don't approve of him or their cramped
apartment across from the subway tracks, it's still home. Few people know he descends from a
line of uptown hoods and crooks, and that his façade of normalcy has more than a few cracks in
it. Cracks that are getting bigger all the time. Cash is tight, especially with all those installmentplan sofas, so if his cousin Freddie occasionally drops off the odd ring or necklace, Ray doesn't
ask where it comes from. He knows a discreet jeweler downtown who doesn't ask questions,
either. Then Freddie falls in with a crew who plan to rob the Hotel Theresa -- the "Waldorf of
Harlem" -- and volunteers Ray's services as the fence. The heist doesn't go as planned; they
rarely do. Now Ray has a new clientele, one made up of shady cops, vicious local gangsters, twobit pornographers, and other assorted Harlem lowlifes. Thus begins the internal tussle between
Ray the striver and Ray the crook. As Ray navigates this double life, he begins to see who
actually pulls the strings in Harlem. Can Ray avoid getting killed, save his cousin, and grab his
share of the big score, all while maintaining his reputation as the go-to source for all your quality
home furniture needs? Harlem Shuffle's ingenious story plays out in a beautifully recreated New
York City of the early 1960s. It's a family saga masquerading as a crime novel, a hilarious
morality play, a social novel about race and power, and ultimately a love letter to Harlem. But
mostly, it's a joy to read, another dazzling novel from the Pulitzer Prize and National Book
Award-winning Colson Whitehead.

A Bright Ray of Darkness – Ethan Hawke – February 2 – will narrate the audio book
- Hawke's narrator is a young man in torment, disgusted with himself after the collapse of his
marriage, still half-hoping for a reconciliation that would allow him to forgive himself and move
on as he clumsily, and sometimes hilariously, tries to manage the wreckage of his personal life
with whiskey and sex. What saves him is theater: in particular, the challenge of performing the
role of Hotspur in a production of Henry IV under the leadership of a brilliant director, helmed
by one of the most electrifying--and narcissistic--Falstaff's of all time. Searing, raw, and utterly
transfixing, A Bright Ray of Darkness is a novel about shame and beauty and faith, and the moral
power of art.
Mother May I – Joshilyn Jackson – April 6
Revenge doesn't wait for permission.
Growing up poor in rural Georgia, Bree Cabbat was warned by her single mother that the world
was a dark and scary place. Bree rejected her mother's fearful outlook, and life has proved her
right. Having married into a family with wealth, power, and connections, Bree now has all a
woman could ever dream of: a loving lawyer husband, two talented teenage daughters, a new
baby boy, a gorgeous home, and every opportunity in the world.
Until the day she awakens and sees a witch peering into her bedroom window--an old grayhaired woman dressed all in black who vanishes as quickly as she appears. It must be a play of
the early morning light or the remnant of a waking dream, Bree tells herself, shaking off the bad
feeling that overcomes her.
Later that day though, she spies the old woman again, in the parking lot of her daugh-ters'
private school . . . just minutes before Bree's infant son, asleep in his car seat only a few feet
away, vanishes. It happened so quickly--Bree looked away only for a second. There is a note left
in his place, warning her that she is being is being watched; if she wants her baby back, she must
not call the police or deviate in any way from the instructions that will follow.
The mysterious woman makes contact, and Bree learns she, too, is a mother. Why would
another mother do this? What does she want? And why has she targeted Bree? Of course Bree
will pay anything, do anything. It's her child.
To get her baby back, Bree must complete one small--but critical--task. It seems harmless
enough, but her action comes with a devastating price, making her complicit in a tangled web of
tragedy and shocking secrets that could destroy everything she loves. It is the beginning of an
odyssey that will lead Bree to dangerous places, explosive confrontations, and chilling truths.
Some Other Now – Sarah Everett – February 23 – Young Adult
Before she kissed one of the Cohen boys, seventeen-year-old Jessi Rumfield knew what it was
like to have a family--even if, technically, that family didn't belong to her. She'd spent her
childhood in the house next door, challenging Rowan Cohen to tennis matches while his older
brother, Luke, studied in the background and Mel watched over the three like the mother Jessi
always wished she had.
But then everything changed. It's been almost a year since Jessi last visited the Cohen house.
Rowan is gone. Mel is in remission and Luke hates Jessi for the role she played in breaking his
family apart. Now Jessi spends her days at a dead-end summer job avoiding her real mother,
who suddenly wants to play a role in Jessi's life after being absent for so long. But when Luke
comes home from college, it's hard to ignore the past. And when he asks Jessi to pretend to be

his girlfriend for the final months of Mel's life, Jessi finds herself drawn back into the world of
the Cohens.
Everything's changed, but Jessi can't help wanting to be a Cohen, even if it means playing
pretend for one final summer.
The Wide Starlight – Nicole Lesperance – February 16 – Young Adult
The Hazel Wood meets The Astonishing Color of After in this dreamy, atmospheric novel that
follows sixteen-year-old Eli as she tries to remember what truly happened the night her mother
disappeared off a frozen fjord in Norway under the Northern Lights.
Never whistle at the Northern Lights, the legend goes, or they'll sweep down from the sky and
carry you away.
Sixteen-year-old Eline Davis knows it's true. She was there ten years ago, on a frozen fjord in
Svalbard, Norway, the night her mother whistled at the lights and then vanished.
Now, Eli lives an ordinary life with her dad on Cape Cod. But when the Northern Lights are
visible over the Cape for just one night, she can't resist the possibility of seeing her mother
again. So she whistles--and it works. Her mother appears, with snowy hair, frosty fingertips and
a hazy story of where she's been all these years. And she doesn't return alone.
Along with Eli's mother's reappearance come strange, impossible things. Narwhals swimming in
Cape Cod Bay, meteorites landing in Eli's yard, and three shadowy princesses with ominous
messages. It's all too much, too fast, and Eli pushes her mother away. She disappears again--but
this time, she leaves behind a note that will send Eli on a journey across continents, to the
northern tip of the world:
Find me where I left you.
The Ex Talk – Rachel Lynn Solomon – January 26
Public radio co-hosts navigate mixed signals in Rachel Lynn Solomon's sparkling romantic
comedy debut.
Shay Goldstein has been a producer at her Seattle public radio station for nearly a decade, and
she can't imagine working anywhere else. But lately it's been a constant clash between her and
her newest colleague, Dominic Yun, who's fresh off a journalism master's program and
convinced he knows everything about public radio.
When the struggling station needs a new concept, Shay proposes a show that her boss greenlights with excitement. On The Ex Talk, two exes will deliver relationship advice live, on air. Their
boss decides Shay and Dominic are the perfect co-hosts, given how much they already despise
each other. Neither loves the idea of lying to listeners, but it's this or unemployment. Their
audience gets invested fast, and it's not long before The Ex Talk becomes a must-listen in Seattle
and climbs podcast charts.
As the show gets bigger, so does their deception, especially when Shay and Dominic start to fall
for each other. In an industry that values truth, getting caught could mean the end of more than
just their careers.
The Four Winds – Kristin Hannah – February 2
From Kristin Hannah, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Nightingale and The
Great Alone, comes an epic novel of love and heroism and hope, set against the backdrop of one
of America’s most defining eras—the Great Depression.
Texas, 1934. Millions are out of work and a drought has broken the Great Plains. Farmers are
fighting to keep their land and their livelihoods as the crops are failing, the water is drying up,
and dust threatens to bury them all. One of the darkest periods of the Great Depression, the

Dust Bowl era, has arrived with a vengeance.
In this uncertain and dangerous time, Elsa Martinelli—like so many of her neighbors—must
make an agonizing choice: fight for the land she loves or go west, to California, in search of a
better life. The Four Winds is an indelible portrait of America and the American Dream, as seen
through the eyes of one indomitable woman whose courage and sacrifice will come to define a
generation.
The Girls with Bright Futures – Tracy Dobmeir & Wendy Katzman – February 2
The perfect book club read with a suspenseful bite--when it comes to their daughters' future,
three women are about to discover if there are any lines not worth crossing...
College admissions season at Seattle's Elliott Bay Academy is marked by glowing acceptances
from top-tier institutions and students as impressive as their parents are ambitious. But when
Stanford alerts the school it's allotting only one spot to EBA for their incoming class, three
mothers discover the competition is more cutthroat than they could have imagined.
Tech giant Alicia turns to her fortune and status to fight for her reluctant daughter's place at the
top. Kelly, a Stanford alum, leverages her PTA influence and insider knowledge to bulldoze the
path for her high-strung daughter. And Maren makes three: single, broke, and ill-equipped to
battle the elite school community aligning to bring her superstar down.
That's when, days before applications are due, one of the girls suffers a near-fatal accident, one
that doesn't appear to be an accident at all.
As the community spirals out of control, three women will have to decide what lines they're
willing to cross to secure their daughters' futures...and keep buried the secrets that threaten to
destroy far more than just college dreams.
For readers of The Gifted School, Girls with Bright Futures combines the college admissions
scandal with the edge of Big Little Lies, the snark of Class Mom, and the schadenfreude of
watching the elite implode.
Klara and the Sun – Kazuo Ishiguro – March 2
Klara and the Sun is a magnificent new novel from the Nobel laureate Kazuo Ishiguro--author
of Never Let Me Go and the Booker Prize-winning The Remains of the Day.
Klara and the Sun, the first novel by Kazuo Ishiguro since he was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Literature, tells the story of Klara, an Artificial Friend with outstanding observational qualities,
who, from her place in the store, watches carefully the behavior of those who come in to
browse, and of those who pass on the street outside. She remains hopeful that a customer will
soon choose her.
Klara and the Sun is a thrilling book that offers a look at our changing world through the eyes of
an unforgettable narrator, and one that explores the fundamental question: what does it mean
to love?
In its award citation in 2017, the Nobel committee described Ishiguro's books as novels of great
emotional force and said he has uncovered the abyss beneath our illusory sense of connection
with the world.
The Lost Apothecary – Sarah Penner – March 2
A forgotten history. A secret network of women. A legacy of poison and revenge. Welcome to
The Lost Apothecary...
Hidden in the depths of eighteenth-century London, a secret apothecary shop caters to an
unusual kind of clientele. Women across the city whisper of a mysterious figure named Nella
who sells well-disguised poisons to use against the oppressive men in their lives. But the

apothecary's fate is jeopardized when her newest patron, a precocious twelve-year-old, makes a
fatal mistake, sparking a string of consequences that echo through the centuries.
Meanwhile in present-day London, aspiring historian Caroline Parcewell spends her tenth
wedding anniversary alone, running from her own demons. When she stumbles upon a clue to
the unsolved apothecary murders that haunted London two hundred years ago, her life collides
with the apothecary's in a stunning twist of fate--and not everyone will survive.
With crackling suspense, unforgettable characters and searing insight, The Lost Apothecary is a
subversive and intoxicating debut novel of secrets, vengeance and the remarkable ways women
can save each other despite the barrier of time.

The Lost Village – Camilla Sten – March 23
A Goodreads Most Anticipated Thriller for 2021!
The Blair Witch Project meets Midsommar in this brilliantly disturbing thriller from Camilla Sten,
an electrifying new voice in suspense.
Documentary filmmaker Alice Lindstedt has been obsessed with the vanishing residents of the
old mining town, dubbed "The Lost Village," since she was a little girl. In 1959, her
grandmother's entire family disappeared in this mysterious tragedy, and ever since, the
unanswered questions surrounding the only two people who were left--a woman stoned to
death in the town center and an abandoned newborn--have plagued her. She's gathered a small
crew of friends in the remote village to make a film about what really happened.
But there will be no turning back.
Not long after they've set up camp, mysterious things begin to happen. Equipment is destroyed.
People go missing. As doubt breeds fear and their very minds begin to crack, one thing becomes
startlingly clear to Alice:
They are not alone.
They're looking for the truth...
But what if it finds them first?
Come find out.
Survive the Night – Riley Sager – July 6
It's November 1991. George H. W. Bush is in the White House, Nirvana's in the tape deck, and
movie-obsessed college student Charlie Jordan is in a car with a man who might be a serial killer.
Josh Baxter, the man behind the wheel, is a virtual stranger to Charlie. They met at the campus
ride board, each looking to share the long drive home to Ohio. Both have good reasons for
wanting to get away. For Charlie, it's guilt and grief over the murder of her best friend, who
became the third victim of the man known as the Campus Killer. For Josh, it's to help care for his
sick father. Or so he says. Like the Hitchcock heroine she's named after, Charlie has her doubts.
There's something suspicious about Josh, from the holes in his story about his father to how he
doesn't seem to want Charlie to see inside the car's trunk. As they travel an empty highway in
the dead of night, an increasingly worried Charlie begins to think she's sharing a car with the
Campus Killer. Is Josh truly dangerous? Or is Charlie's suspicion merely a figment of her moviefueled imagination?
What follows is a game of cat and mouse played out on night-shrouded roads and in neon-lit
parking lots, during an age when the only call for help can be made on a pay phone and in a
place where there's nowhere to run. In order to win, Charlie must do one thing--survive the
night.

The Woods Are Always Watching – Stephanie Perkins – August 3 – Young Adult
Stephanie Perkins returns with another blood-chilling contemporary horror novel, the perfect
companion to her New York Times bestseller There’s Someone Inside Your House, soon to be a
Netflix feature.
A traditional backwoods horror story set–first page to last–in the woods of the Pisgah National
Forest in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
Two girls go backpacking in the woods. Things go very wrong.
And, then, their paths collide with a serial killer
The Heart Principal – Helen Hoang – August 17
USA Today bestselling author Helen Hoang returns with a witty and sizzling new romance that
shows how wrong you can be about someone…and how right they can be for you.
To most people, Quan Diep is nothing but a surly-looking, underachieving playboy. The problem
is he’s not any of those things. And now that he’s the CEO of an up-and-coming retail business,
he’s suddenly a “catch,” and the rich girls who never used to pay any attention to him are
looking at him in a new way—especially Camilla, the girl who brushed him off many years ago.
Anna Sun dislikes Quan Diep almost as much as germy bathroom door handles. Or so she tells
herself. She will never admit that she has a secret crush on him, especially because he only has
eyes for her charismatic and newly engaged younger sister Camilla. Over the years, Anna has
worked hard to overcome her OCD, but she’ll still need to find a way to bury her anxieties and
seduce Quan so he doesn’t ruin her sister’s engagement, and with it, a crucial real estate
development deal.
Slowly, Anna breaks down Quan’s dangerous and careless exterior while peeling off her own
tough, protective shell. But when Quan discovers Anna’s true intentions, he’s forced to confront
his own hurtful past and learn to forgive, while Anna must face her greatest challenge: truly
opening herself up to love.

Nonfiction
Sometimes you have to lie : The life and times of Louise Fitzhugh, renegade author of Harriet the Spy –
Leslie Brody – out now
- Harriet the Spy, first published in 1964, has mesmerized generations of readers and launched a
million diarists. Its beloved antiheroine, Harriet, is erratic, unsentimental, and endearing -- very
much like the woman who created her, Louise Fitzhugh. Born in 1928, Fitzhugh was raised in
segregated Memphis, but she soon escaped her cloistered world and headed for New York,
where her expanded milieu stretched from the lesbian bars of Greenwich Village to the art
world of postwar Europe, and her circle of friends included members of the avant-garde like
Maurice Sendak and Lorraine Hansberry. Fitzhugh's novels, written in an era of political
defiance, are full of resistance: to authority, to conformity, and even -- radically, for a children's
author -- to make-believe. As a children's author and a lesbian, Fitzhugh was often pressured to
disguise her true nature. Sometimes You Have to Lie tells the story of her hidden life and of the
creation of her masterpiece, which remains long after her death as a testament to the
complicated relationship between truth, secrecy, and individualism.

